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Embalmer Reveals 93% of Cases Died from the
Vaccine
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***

 

 

Anna Foster is an embalmer with 11 years of experience in Carrollton, MO. In this exclusive
interview, she reveals that 93% of her last 30 cases died due to clots from the COVID
vaccine.
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The big news is that she found the unusual clots in 93% of the last 30 people who she
embalmed. This is significant because she isn’t selective about who she embalms.

Not all embalmers will see a 93% clot rate. Richard Hirschman only sees these clots in 65%
of his cases.

Either way, we have identified what is the #1 cause of death in America today; a killer that
is much bigger than COVID.

This is a massive health issue since it is killing a huge number of people. Her embalmer
friends have noticed it as well and have never seen it before in their careers.

The clots are only associated with people who have been vaccinated.  They were only
observed after the vaccines rolled out.

The clots are life threatening and are almost certainly the root cause of death in all of these
cases.

The doctors and coroners in her area are completely unaware of the problem.

When  93%  of  people  who  die  are  killed  by  a  single  cause,  this  merits  immediate
investigation by the CDC as to the cause.

However, I am certain that the CDC and all legacy media will continue to ignore this story.
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I will continue to interview more and more embalmers who will relate the same story as you
will learn in this video.

I am hopeful that after over 100 embalmers say similar things, someone in Congress will
take action on what is likely the most serious preventable health problem in our nation’s
history.

If the vaccine doesn’t kill you, it can rob you of a limb

Will the vaccine also sterilize men?
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In other news, attorney Reiner Fuellmich, says that the COVID shots sterilize men for good. I
know there has been a drop in births in other countries after the vaccine rollout. I haven’t
seen the statistics for new births in the US.

Has anyone looked into validating this?

This was not tested in the clinical trials. We are the clinical trial here, but the doctors forgot
to warn us about this.

We will find out very soon whether or not we have just sterilized 80% of our population. This
is the biggest clinical trial in history.

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich: "It Sterilizes Men for Good" pic.twitter.com/JkFMsdK7nz

— The Vigilant Fox � (@VigilantFox) February 11, 2022

One more unexpected side-effect: AIDS

I got a call earlier today from a scientist who wants funding to test people for AIDS. At first I
was confused. Why would you want to do that?

Just now, I saw a post which explains everything:

just  wait  until  the initial  survivors  of  the vaccine start  dying because the
vaccine gave them #AIDS pic.twitter.com/LmL9fYCdtW

— Ananias went his way and said (@h56jh5) February 12, 2022

See also this article UK Government data suggests the Fully Vaccinated Elderly & Vulnerable
have developed AIDS and the young are not far behind them.

Mathew Crawford finds the same result (massive number of deaths), but using a completely
different method

Check out Mathew’s latest article which references this article.

In the comments to this article, he wrote, “We have not seen a crime on this scale anywhere
in the world since Mao.”

The bottom line is duh, there is absolutely no question these vaccines are killing massive
numbers of people, but everyone in power believes whatever the CDC tells them that the
vaccines  are  “safe  and  effective”  and  no  amount  of  facts  or  science  is  going  to  make  a
damn bit of difference because it will all be written off as coming from “anti-vaxxers.”

We will all be ignored and later arrested by DHS and locked away without a chance for a
trial. This sure looks to me to be the way things are heading.

So we wanted to let you all know that before we just “disappear.”

https://t.co/JkFMsdK7nz
https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1491982507193126929?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/AIDS?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/LmL9fYCdtW
https://twitter.com/h56jh5/status/1492409313188450306?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/12/gov-data-shows-fully-vaccinated-elderly-have-aids/
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/12/gov-data-shows-fully-vaccinated-elderly-have-aids/
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/vaccine-induced-mortality-part-8?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
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Summary

The COVID vaccines are the largest clinical trial in world history.

What we have learned so far from the embalmers is troubling: it appears the vaccines have
overtaken heart disease as the #1 leading cause of death in America today.

The CDC doesn’t have a clue it is happening. They still think that nobody has died from the
vaccine. They refuse to look at the safety signals in VAERS and DMED. They don’t want to
see any safety signals and they will not meet with anyone who challenges their point of
view.

Death  is  one  of  many  symptoms.  Other  side  effects  are  a  wide  variety  of  cardiovascular,
neurological, and autoimmune diseases, paralysis, loss of limbs, and potentially sterilization
and AIDS. After a 90 day honeymoon period, vaccine efficacy turns negative. They also are
known to increase cancers.

Stay tuned as we learn more in this clinical trial of the vaccines. I’m sure this isn’t the end of
the story.

The  California  legislature  is  expected  to  mandate  soon  that  everyone  who  works  in
California get vaccinated (AB 1993). This will increase the numbers and allow us to get the
test results sooner. California is literally sacrificing its residents for the benefit of the rest of
the country.

Although I  live in California,  I  am self-employed. I  suspect I  will  need to fire myself  soon. I
will not willingly comply with their law

*
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